
RSC Swim Badge Test 
 

The Swim Badge Test allows for swimmers 14 and under to: 
● Swim independently in the large pool 
● Use the diving boards 

 
In order to receive a swim badge the test participant must pass both of the following tests: 

● Continuous Swim - swim one length of the pool (25m) using a proficient front crawl  
● 1 min Water Tread - Tread water for one (1) minute using a proficient tread  

 
These test must be completed to the proficient levels described below as stated by the American Red 
Cross  
 

Swim Badge Criteria 
 

Event  Proficient Not Proficient 

Continuous Swim - Swims designated distance 
continuously using front crawl 
without stopping  
-  Demonstrates comfort in the 
water  
- Swims with face in the water 
and demonstrates breath control  
-  Maintains body position that is 
nearly horizontal to the surface 
- uses above water arm recovery  
- Leg action contributes to 
forward momentum  

- Cannot swim designated 
distance continuously 
- Swims on back or side 
- Stops swimming,stands on the 
bottom, clings to lane or wall 
- Swims with head or face out 
water  
- Does not demonstrate breath 
control or rhythmic breathing 
- Body position is near vertical  
- Uses under arm recovery  
- No leg action or leg action 
doesn’t contribute to forward 
momentum 

1- Min Water Tread - Treads water continuously for 1 
min 
- Body position is nearly vertical  
- Head remains above the 
surface 

- Unable to tread water 
continuously for 1 minute 
- Body position is near horizontal  
- Stands on bottom or clings to 
ropes, lane line or other support 
- Swims rather than treads 
- Mouth sinks below surface  

 
All participants that do not pass are encouraged to keep working on their swimming and treading skills until confident 
enough to test again.   
 
Any swimmer under the age of 14 without a swim badge CANNOT swim in the large pool without a parent or 
guardian in the pool (within arms reach) with them.  The badge-less swimmer aso may NOT use the diving boards at 
anytime.  Once received, the swim badge is to be worn while on deck.  Swim Badge costs $1. 
 

This swim badge test was created to ensure the safety of all aquatic participants. 
Badge Tests will be given by Managers ONLY. 

The first 2 weekends that the pool is open, we will test every hour,on the hour, depending on availability.. 


